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A collection of well crafted songs that fuse an unusual melodic style with emotionally charged music.

Giagantic music that swells and soars. 10 MP3 Songs POP: with Live-band Production, ROCK: Modern

Rock Details: NY indie artist Scott Cresswell releases his 1st solo effort: Souvenirs  Photographs, August

2004. Scott Cresswell's new release Souvenirs  Photographs is a collection of well craftedpop songs that

range from melodic guitar driven rock to heartfelt introspective ballads, never leaving the listener bored,

yet still maintaining an identifiable and unique quality. The songs are interpreted in a colorful yet honest

way. There are no album cuts, all are radio ready hits, yet the collection stands as a consistent and

meaningful body of music. Love, family, rejection, obsession, lonliness, fear, hopes and dreams; all can

be heard within the words and felt within the music on this CD. While not a newcomer to the business,

this is Scott's first solo venture. Scott payed his dues in the clubs bars New York. He became

disenchanted with the business of being in a band, and altogether being in the business. Scott took a

sabatical to collect himself, his thoughts and inspiration. During his hiatus, he had the pleasure of a

multitude of interesting projects, not the least of which was "Bunny" a short film by Chris Wedge which

garnered an Oscar for best short animation, and a spoken word album by Christopher Reeve which

earned a Grammy. Scott also worked on Twentieth Century Fox's "Ice Age", starring Ray Ramano,

Tarzan II with Glenn Close several PBS prgrams with celebrity casts too numerous to mention, and with

Jazz legend John Scofield. A few feature films and countless studio gigs later, Scott has caught the music

bug once again. Scott's music is highly contagious,; it's only a matter of one listen and you'll catch it too.

Before this press release was even written, two cuts from this record had already appeared on

national(and eventually international)TV. "Fade Away" appeared in the popular series "Queer Eye For

The Straight Guy", and "White Roses" on the HBO channel. But it's just the beginning... Look for Scott on
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the radio and on the road this coming soon.
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